
Let it 
Grow
- Year 1



Knowledge organiser

• As throughout the year, our new 

knowledge organiser was sent home to 

highlight the key subject driver for the 
topic, along with key questions and 

vocabulary. 

• Our hope is the organiser will open up 

the conversation between adults and 

children to engage with their child’s 

new topic learning. 



Our hook for the topic!

• Year 1 were so lucky to each have our own

chick hatching station in class for 2 weeks to

launch our new topic this half term.

• Each class had 8 eggs arrive and the children

had to make sure they had the cage set up

correctly. After a few days of the eggs arriving

the chicks started to hatch and we got to see

their life cycle begin from an egg into 8 baby

chicks. The year 1’s loved this experience and

gained so much from this.



Curious Questions

• This topic allowed for so many curious questions for us to

investigate throughout our topic. The children had such fun

finding the answers out to these and exploring as we went

through the topic.

What do plants 

need to grow?

Can plants grow 

without water?

How do the chicks 

hatch from an 

egg?



Our English Journey
• We had two different English journey’s throughout

this topic.

• We had a non-fiction focus where we got to do

lots of lovely writing all about our chicks. We wrote

about the life cycle of a chick and how to take

care of the chicks. We enjoyed understanding and

investigating what the difference between fiction

and non-fiction was too.

• Our new book this topic was The Busy Fox which

the children had a lot of fun with. We wrote

persuasive adverts for animals to move from the

city to nature and setting descriptions too.



English planning and outcomes



English planning and outcomes



Accompanying subject driver… 
Science

• A big subject driver for this topic was Science focusing on plants. 

We learned about what plants need to grow, carried out an 

investigation taking one factor away such as light or water and 

planted seeds and cress.



Accompanying subject driver… 
Science



Pupil voice on the topic

I liked getting to 

grow our cress 

and learn how 

the cress with 

water and light 

grew best.

I  grew an 

apple tree  

from the seed 

from the apple I 

ate which I 

loved!

I loved having 

the chicks in 

class. It was the 

best thing ever 

and I miss them 

massively!
Miss Holmes 

and Miss 

Biddlecombe

racing the 

chicks made 

my day!


